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Comedy Rock Music at it's finest with a plethora of original tunes and features parodies to "Green Day",

"System of a Down", "Bowling for Soup" and many more. This Dual Disc album(CD on one side, DVD on

the other) also features music videos. 17 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy, ROCK: Modern Rock

Details: Before we get into all that "Biography Stuff"... let's take note of one thing: This album is a Dual

Disc... meaning, one side is a DVD the flip side is a CD. Kinda like a record... but with freakin' laser

beams. Oh, and this album features some great parodies... clever originals. And fantastic special guests

such as ShoEboX of Worm Quartet, Grant of Throwing Toasters and Jeff from Raymond and Scum.

Anyway, onward with the bio: Mike was born, did a bunch of stuff, and then decided he wanted to write

comedy music... hey, it seemed like a good idea at the time. In 1998 Mike began to submit his songs

(which were recorded on a Talkboy recorder) to several comedy radio shows, but only one was willing to

play them... The Crazy Jay Show. Host, Crazy Jay saw something that no one else did, potential (which is

a nice way of saying you suck... but you might not suck forever). In 2004 Mike released his first full length

album "Smarklies", which consisted completely of the parodies Mike compiled over the previous 5 years.

In early 2007 Mike released his second LP, "Komedykazi", which is half parodies and half originals. The

music, the sound, and the singing have drastically improved since his first release. Now Mike is heard on

The Dr. Demento Show, Kahn Mans Comedy Corner, DFSX Radio, The Crazy Jay Show and countless

others. Mike has also performed his over-the-top live show in several famous venues, such as the Cat

Club, The Knitting Factory and San Diegos Comic-Con International. One of the youngest comedians,

Mike has a very promising future as a comedy musician, and has been referred to as the next Weird Al".
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